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HOUSE ARMED SERVICES COMMITTEE: “Review the policy to dispose of materials in
the National Defense Stockpile and determine whether the NDS should be reconfigured to
adapt
d t to
t currentt world
ld market
k t conditions
diti
tto ensure ffuture
t
availability
il bilit off materials
t i l required
i d
for defense needs” (2006 National Defense Authorization Act)

Stockpile Over Time

Structure of the Study
•
•
•
•

History of the stockpile
What has changed
Identifying requirements
Insuring Supply

History of the Stockpile
•

•

•

WWII – Korea
– Created 1939 in response to threat of war
– Modified 1946 (materials storage, refining/processing)
– 1947 National Security Act created Civilian Mobilization Agency
– 1953, Office of Defense Mobilization
Cold War
– Quantities reduced, numerous disposal initiatives
– 1965 Stockpile Act combined all Federal stockpiles and reserves
– 1973, Defense purposes only
– 1976, reinstated essential civilian needs
– 1979 Stockpile Act, transferred responsibility to FEMA
– 1980, Reagan National Security Council – stockpiles unnecessary
Fall of Soviet Union to Present
– 1988, EO12626 directs SECDEF as Stockpile Manager, IDA performs analysis
– 1991, GAO, DoD/IG call process deficient
– 1992, Congress authorizes sell‐off at SECDEF request
– 1992 to present: $1.6B sold

President authorizes materials and quantities to be held, and only
President may authorize release in war or national emergency

Previous Studies
•

•

•

•

GAO (1975) – Stockpile Objectives of Strategic and Critical Materials Should Be
R
Reconsidered
id d Because
B
off Shortages.
Sh t
R
Recommended
d d SECDEF and
d NSC re‐evaluate
l t
stockpile assumptions
CBO (1983) – Strategic and Critical Non‐Fuel Materials: Problems and Policy
Al
Alternatives.
i
N d that
Noted
h NDS was not an economic
i stockpile.
k il Suggested
S
d policy
li
options to diversify sources of supply
DoD/IG (1991) – Audit Report of the Inspector General: Requirements for the
National Defense
f
Stockpile. “The
“
process for
f determining the types, quantities,
and qualities of the materials to be acquired for and retained in the stockpile
needs improvement”
GAO (1992) – Comments On DoD’s 1992 Report to the Congress and Proposed
Legislation. Of the 40 materials identified as stockpile goals in 1989, the stockpile
was deficient in all but one, and had been so since 1980.

No significant reports on this subject for over a
decade and no actions on recommendations

Shift in Global Supply and Demand
• Increasing global demand
• Dramatic changes in source of supply
– Diminished US influence on markets

• Volatile markets and pricing
• Corporate consolidation
• Diminished US processing

Import Dependence

Minerals Risk Matrix

Example Defense Applications of Rare Earth Elements
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Jet fighter engines and other aircraft components
Missile guidance systems
Electronic countermeasure systems
Underwater mine detection systems
Anti‐missile defense systems
Range finders
Satellite power systems
Satellite communications systems

Source: US Geological Survey Fact
Sheet 087-02

NDS Modeling
•

•
•
•
•
•

Joint Staff
ff War Planning
l
Scenario
– Time phased weapon and materiel production requirements
– Current inventories
inventories, consumption,
consumption attrition
attrition, other variables
Translator aggregates military needs into demands on US industry
– Added to Non‐defense demands
Shortfall in supply stimulates investment
Total industry demand by sector multiplied by material input coefficients
(based on historical data)
Results are compared to available and projected imports and US
production
Shortfalls are candidates for National Defense Stockpile

Modeling Weaknesses
•

Materials
M
t i l list
li t considered
id d for
f NDS does
d
nott adequately
d
t l address
dd
new and
d
emerging military needs

•

Significant time lags occur between 1) military planning and scenario
development 2) identified requirements and legislated goals and 3)
legislated goals and actual inventory levels

•

Those goals which do exist are not a result of the approved modeling
process

•

Goals have not responded to changes in military scenarios

The process is based on ideas of defense mobilization and on
large scale economic modeling which
which, while sophisticated
sophisticated, are
inconsistent with the current and actual practice

Industrial and Defense Material Policy
•

Originally
O
i i ll intended
i
d d to iinsure surge capability
bili and
d continuous
i
access to
materials for protracted conflict

•

Scenario‐based modeling did not adequately account for uncertainties in
supply

•

Policies largely intended to reduce foreign dependence – assumes
availability of domestic sources
– Import restrictions
– Restrictions on foreign investment

•

Defense Production Act provides for priorities and government investment
in facilities – assumes availability of domestic supplies

Findings and Conclusions of the Study
Conclusion: The design, structure, and operation of the National Defense
Stockpile render it ineffective in responding to modern needs and threats.
There is a lack of specific defense demands data for particular materials and the process is episodic as opposed to
being dynamic.
The NDS cannot be responsive to changes in world markets in real time to reflect specific defense needs.

Conclusion: The Department of Defense appears not to fully understand its
needs for specific materials nor have adequate information on their supply.

Conclusion: A lack of good data and information
information—both
both domestic and
offshore—on the availability of materials impedes the effective management
of defense-critical supply chains.

Recommendations
Conclusion: Committee believes there is a need for a new approach in
the form of a national defense-materials management system.
There remains a role for the federal government in the active management of the supply of materials for defense systems
systems.

Recommendation: The Secretary of Defense should establish a new
system for managing the supply of these materials.
Holding a materials inventory would be one of the many tools available.
The operation of a new system will depend critically on the conduct of analyses that will identify defense-specific
materials needs.

p
of a system
y
for managing
g g materials needed for national defense
The operation
should be guided by the following general principles:

•
•
•
•
•

Establish
E
t bli h an ongoing
i
analytical
l ti l process
Provide the option of partnering with private industry as well as options for outsourcing
Provide an appropriate and robust information system and forecasting tools.
Solicit advisory input from industry, academia, and other stakeholders
Evaluate recycling and substitution as additional sources of key materials
materials.

R
Recommendations
d ti

Recommendation:
R
d ti
The
Th federal
f d
l governmentt should
h ld improve
i
and
d secure
the systems for gathering data and information, both at home and abroad,
on the availability of materials for defense needs. It must be able to
obtain accurate data on:
• The geographic locations of secure supplies of critical materials and of alternate supplies;
• The potential for market and geopolitical disruptions as well as logistical and transportation
upsets and the risks posed by them;
• The use of materials in defense applications, in the non-defense industrial sectors of the United
States, and in the rest of the world’s large commodity-consuming nations.

Managing Materials for a 21st Century Military

• Th
The committee
i
believes
b li
that
h The
Th National
N i
l Defense
D f
Stockpile
S k il
has not been a priority for the Department of Defense and is
hopeful that this report will be the catalyst for long awaited
and much needed action.

DOD Report To Congress
Reconfiguration
g
of the National Defense Stockpile
p
April 2009
• In Response To
– HR 1815, NDAA, FY06
– HR 5122, NDAA, FY07, (HR Rep 109‐89)
– DOD Appropriations Bill 2008 (HR Rep109‐452, S. Rep 110‐
155)
• Concluded
C l d d
– No longer rely on US buying power
– Need
N d greater latitude
l i d to react to markets
k
– Must better align materials with military needs
– Suspend sales
l off thirteen
h
commodities
• Monitor, strategize thirty nine others

Department of Defense
Recommended Changes
•
•
•
•

Create integrated, interagency approach
Give DOD more programmatic flexibility
Use strategic sourcing, international partnering
Create repeatable system to identify military needs
– Strong focus on technologically advanced
materials
– Radically new modeling technique

Materials Sales Suspended

DOD Re‐Look At Selected Materials

National Academies
Government‐University‐Industry Research Roundtable
• “Diminishing Natural Resources: Recognizing
Limitations, Responding to the Challenges”
– Will consider rare earth metals as well as more common
– Examine
•
•
•
•
•

Availability
Potential global tensions
Fl off materials
Flow
t i l iin iindustrial
d t i l sector
t
Means of sustainability
Innovative R&D

– Speakers from OSTP, USGS, DOD, Army War
College GE,
College,
GE Universities
• National Materials Advisory Board participation

Current Congressional Activity
• House Defense Appropriations (HR 3326)
– Earmark to reopen a California rare earth mine (Molycorp)
– (Awaiting conference committee a/o 11/10/009)
• National Defense Authorization Act (HR 2647)
– Enacted
– Requires Defense Science Board Study
• Military capabilities impacted by supply or shortage of
rare earth materials
• American Medical Isotopes Production Act (HR 3276)
– Promotes US production of Mo‐99

